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Abstract 
\Vc describe the AR.TEX 2 neural network for recognition of vi-
:mal textures at arbitrary orientations. AHTEX 2 recognizes visual 
textures by first passing them through a. preprocessing stage which 
rotates them to a canonical orientation. The resulting canonically-
oriented visual textures are then classified by a simplified version of 
the AHTEX texture-recognition algorithm. Several approaches to 
determining the prop<~r angle for rotation to a canonical orientation 
arc investigated, and their respective performances are cornpared 
on a 20-class database of visual textures. 
1 Introduction 
Although the goal of providing a prc~cise definition of the concept of "visual texture)) 
is almost proverbiall:v elusive, there is considerable evidence that biological visual 
systems employ texture as <lH important cue for image segmentation and object 
recognition [1]. It is therefore not surprising that segmentation and recognition by 
means of visual texture is potentially of usc in machine-vision tasks as well: and 
several vision algorithms [2] have focused on this competence. 
Some visual textures are by their nature relatively unchanged upon rotation. (\Vlwn 
1ve refer in this paper to ';rotation'' or ''orientation/' we have in mind rotations in 
the plano perpendicular to the line of sight, not rotations in depth.) Other textures, 
particularly textures appearing in images of lnnnan-mi:Hle objeets, differ ma.rkedl;y 
depending on the angle at which they are viewed. Since the angle at which they 
will appear in an image cannot always he known in advance, such visua.l textures 
pose partic11lar problems for machine texturn-recognition a.lgorithms. 
Potential methods for overcoming these problems, i.e., for perfonning orientation-
invariant visual texture recognition, fall into one of three-! categories: 
1. Leanting at mnltiple orientatio·ns. The machine-vision system learns the 
appearance of each texture at a large number of orientations, so that any 
sample of a learned texture presented to the system \vill be close enough 
in orientation to one of the samples used during learning to be recognized. 
This approach can suffer from the drawbacks of large storage requirements 
and consequent long search times in a serial implementation. 
2. Oriental£on-inva·riani featu·res. The system represents ima.ges hy vector;:; 
the components of whieh correspond to the degree of presence of image 
features which are unchanged nnder rotation, e.g., magnitudes of circula.r 
Fourier transforms [3]. This process necessarily involves discarding infor-
mation which could contribute to recognition accuracy. 
3. Rotation to a canonical OTientation. Images are rotated to a standard ori-
entation before being presented to a. non-orientation-invariant system for 
classifi.ca.tion. 
The AHTEX 2 system which we describe here takes the third of these approaches, 
rotation to a canonica.l orientation (RCO) [4]. 
Some systems which utilize RCO for object or texture recognition execute several 
alternating iterations of the rotation and recognition stages [5]. The ARTEX 2 
algorithm 1 on the other hand, performs a single rotation-before-recognition, which 
should allow for faster performance in real-tirne implementations. 
This paper is organized as follows. Seetions 2 and 3 describe several possible meth-
ods for RCO. Section <l summari"'" the AHTEX algorithm [G,7] which is the clas-
sifications comporwnt of AHTEX 2. Section 5 presents results of applying AHTEX 
2 to a 20-class database of visual textures. 
2 Steerable filters for rotation to a canonical orientation 
Alfl'EX 2 makes use of the simplest example of a "ste(:rahle HI tern [8]. Let 
G,(:r, y) = dG(:r, y)/d:z: and G0 (:r,y) '' dC:(:c,y)jdy (1) 
he the :c- and y-derivatives 1 respectivc~ly1 of tlw two-dimensional Gaussian function 
(2) 
Then the derivative of G(:r,y) along any direction 8 is equal to a weighted sum of 
G,(:~:,y) and G0 (:c,y): 
Go(:>:,y) = cos(B)G,(:r,y) +sin(B)G0 (:z:,y). (3) 
Since convolution is a linear operation, the convolution of G0 (:c,y) with the image 
I(:c,y), for any value of 8, can be similarly computed as a weight(~d sum of two 
~(basis' 1 convol11tions: 
Mo(:~:,y) ~ cos(B)i\{,(a:,y) + sin(B)My(:c,y), (4) 
where 
1\{,(:~:,y) ~ G.,(:c,y) * I(:~.:,y) and My(:c,y) = Gy(:c,y) * I(:c,y). (5) 
We will usc as our RCO function 
M(B) J dxdy(Mo(:c,y)) 2 
cos2 (8)M,,, + sin2 (8)Myy + 2sin(8) cos(B)i\{,y, (G) 
1vhere 
M, .. ,, = J d:uly(M,,(:c,y))2 , J ., Myy :: d:rdy(My(:c, y))- (7) 
and 
M,,Y = j d:cdy(M,,(:c, y))(My(:c, y)). (8) 
The extreme values of Jl.f(B) occur at the two values of(}, separated b~y 90°, given 
by 
(9) 
\Vc will rotate our textured images so the direction in which Jl.f(B) is maximal 
is at 0°, cmTesponding to vertical edges in the rotat<~cl image. SiHce Go(:~:)y) :::.~ 
-G0+ 180,(:c,y), M(!i) = M(B+ 180'), so finding the angle 8 which maximizes M(B) 
only determinef:l the orientation of the image up to a ha.lf.-circh~ rotation. This 
isn't a problem in this application since the rectified Gabor filtering which will be 
performed on the canonica.lly-rota.ted image for classification purpoBes (Section 4) 
also has this symmetry. 
3 Methods for employing orientation information 
The RCO algorithm described in the above section, which we will refer to as the 
''basic algoritlnn/1 involves a length scale a at which the "edginess'1 of the image 
is perceived. Classification of visual textures at fixed orientation benefits from 
utilization of infonnaLion at several scales (6L[7L[9]; we therefore investigate whether 
the use of multiple sea.les is of benefit as well for the IlCO stage of orientation-
invariant texture recognition. 
\\lc eom;ider Beales CJn separated by octaves, i.e., rTn = 2''1ao, n = (\ 1, ... , N- 1, 
where the an's are Incasurcd in pixels, and ao = l. At each scale an we obtain a 
corresponding RCO function J11n (8). \Ve have investigated the follo-wing methods 
for combining orientation information from N > 1 scales, and for better utilizing 
information at a single sca.lc: 
1. Ratio of A1 valncs. Select that scale n at which the ratio 
(10) 
is largest, where Bmin = Bma:c + 90° is that value of B at which J\1n a.ttaiw-; 
its smallest value, on the assumption that this scale will afford the greatest 
precision in selecting the canonical orientation. 
2. Avemgc 1\1 over scales. Compute 
1 N-1 
M,,,(B) = N L M,(B), 
n:;::() 
(11) 
then select the angle to rotate to the vertical orientation as that angle ·which 
n1axin1izes l!1r1v. 
3. Avemge Bnw:r over scales. Compute the maximizing angle Bma:c separately 
for e;-lch A1n, n = 0, ... , N -1 1 then average the angles and use the average 
angle for RCO. 
4. Individual RCO's at each 8c.ale. Compute Bma:c at each scale. Thc~n per-
form multiple RCO's: rotating the image so that the angle of maxima.l J11n 
is vertical before computing the classification features appropriate to that 
scale. The vector which is used for classification is then a ccmca.tenation 
of features extracted at different orientations; the components of the vec-
tor correspondiug to a given scale having been computed at the canonical 
orientation appropriate to that scale. 
5. Average over basis d£nx;Uons. Although the steering formula (11) is exact, 
discretization \vill introduce some error in computing J\1(8) from l!{(: and 
kfy. j'IJ(B) can just as well be computed from convolutions at other mutually 
orthogona.l angles. E.g. 1 if ct and /3 represent the dil'(~ctions 45° and 135° l 
respectively, 
Mo(:c,y) = cos(B)[(M,.(:r,y) + Mii(:~;,y)]/J2 
+ sin(O)((M,(:r, y) -- M;J(.T, y)]/ j2. (12) 
The convolutions k/0 .(:1:, y) and JH/3(:1:, y) can be comput.ecl by first rot.atiug 
t.he image 45° and then appl;ying the same kernels used to compute l!{c(:t, y) 
and Afy(:1:,y). This expression for ].,,fo(:1: 1 y) can then he averaged with the 
previous OIW and used to determine Om(cv· 
6. Iterate. Apply the RCO algorithrn several time;j in succession t.o the texture 
image. 
Figure 1: Texture sarnples, 160 by 120 pixels, one from each cla.ss 
4 The ARTEX algorithm 
In the ARTEX algorithm [6] textured regions of visual images are processed through 
a shunting on-center off-surround network [10] which discounts the illuminant, then 
convolved with a ba.nk of odd-symmetric Gabor filters at four scales ancl four ori-
entations to yield a sixteen-component feature vector in (;ach image region. Bright-
nesB information diffused within boundaries defined by a Boundary Contour System 
(BCS) netvl'·ork [11] com;titutcs a seventeenth component of the feature vector: which 
is sent to a. Gaussian ARTlviAP classifier [12] for identification. 
AHTEX 2 utilizes an ARTEX a.lgorithm modified to obtain faster performance [7]. 
The Gaussian AHTMAP classifier is replaced with the simpler fuzzy AHTMAP 
network [13], and the BCSjbrightness-diffusion component is removed. In outline, 
the simplifie{l ARTEX algorithm is therefore: 
L Send the image through the shunting network. 
2. Convolve the image with four odd-symmetric Gabor filters, at scale rTo = 1, 
oriented at 0°,45°,90° and 135°. The magnitudes of these four convolution 
are the first four components of the featnre vector which is sent to the 
classifier. 
3. Repeat step 2 for scales u, = 2"u0 , n 
components of the feature vector. 
1, 2, 3, to obtaiu the remaining 
4. A vera.ge the feature vector over a region of the image, thus obtaining a. 
feature vector for that region (below we use regions of 48 by 24 pixels). 
5 Results 
\Ve trained awl tested AHTEX 2 on a database of twenty texture classes taken from 
the Brodatz catalog [14). Twenty images were scanned, and from each scanned im-
age nine nonoverlapping subimages of 160 by 120 pixels were extracted (sec: Fig. 1). 
Of these nine subimages, eight were used for tn:dning and one for testing. Results 
presented below are the averages, with accompanying standard errors, over all nine 
choices for the test subimage (ninefold cross-validation). RCO was performed on 
each subimage bdom using it for tra.iuing or U~sting, using a 48 pixel radius circle 
for convolution with the RCO function. Following RCO, four adjacent >18 by 2,1 
pixel regions from the center of the of the 160 by 1.20 subima.ge were each used to 
produce a feature vector for classification. The fuzzy AHTJ'viAP dassifim used a 
single tra.ining epoch and did not employ voting. 
\Ve first present results w-ithout RCO; that is, 1vith ARTEX trained on texture sam-
ples presented at their "origina.P' orientation, the orientation at l'vhich they appear 
as subirnages of the original Broda.t2 image. \Ve sec from the first column of Table 1 
that AH.TEX has high classification accuracy when all the test texture samples are 
presented at their original orientation. 1 As can be seen from the second column of 
Table 1, performance degrades severely when the test images arc randomly rotated 
over a. full 360° range. 
Table 1: ART EX, nonrotatcd and randomly-rotated test samples, 20 dasscs 
random rotation: 
% accuraey(s.e.) 
mernory(s.c.) 
no yes 
96.9(0.6) 37.5(1.3) 
26.3(0.5) 
As seen in Table 2, AHTEX 2 with any of the RCO methods tc:sted yields a. dramatic 
improvement in performance on tho randomly-rotated test textures, with average-.1\1 
and incliviclua.l-RCO's-;_tt-each-scale doing particularly well. 2 
Table 2: ARTEX 2, randmnly-rotated test sa.mples, 20 classes 
H.CO: basic ratio av. M av. e indiv. av. basis iter. 
% accuracy 88.3 88.9 92.2 90.5 91.5 88.9 89.2 
(s.e.) (15) ( 1.3) (0.8) ( 1. 7) (0.9) (1.3) ( 1.4) 
memory 3UJ 32.1 319 35 34 34.5 33.7 
(s.e.) (0.5) (0.5) (0.8) (0.6) (1.2) (1.0) (0.9) 
The mcmory-compressiou properties of the hl22)l AHTl'viAP classifier which is at Llw 
heart of AHTEX 2 and the fast one-pass nature of tlw ('rotation befon~ recoguition': 
approach mak(: AHTEX 2 a promising candidate for implcnwntation in real-time 
machine vision systems. 
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1 
"i'vlemor.)'" n~fers to Uw Hmnber of fu;;,zy AHTi'dAP layer 1'1' nodes employed by the 
trained network. Since W(~ do not employ voting, the nuu1her of training patterns divided 
by twice this number gives a good approximation to the memory compression achieved 
[15]. All examples presented here use 640 training patt<~rns, and so achieve at le<lst 9:1 
compression. 
2 The multiple-scale RCO methods all employ N = 3 scales, with the exception of 
the method of individual H.CO's which uses four rotation scales, one for each of the four 
cla:,;sification scales employed by the AHTEX classification stage. Iteration is performed 
three t.ime:,; at a single scale (a= 1). 
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